Architecture campaign
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Age

Campaign

Time

14-18 y.o.

Architecture

45 minutes

Topic

Best accommodation

Summary

Students express their preferences while choosing a place to live, they take
part in a debate.

Educational objectives

●
●
●
●

Materials

● CrowdSchool platform: campaign: Architecture (Secesja – kamienice i
wille)
● Interactive board, computers, Learning Apps, Kahoot

How to implement
the activity

Vocabulary – elements of exterior look of a building
Language functions – expressing preferences
Speaking – choosing the best accommodation, debate
Preparation for the national school leaving exam (speaking task)

Stage

Activities

Timing

Introduction
Warm up

Teacher (T): What would you do if you won a lottery?
Would you buy a flat or a whole building?
T: introduces the topic.
T: What are the exterior elements of a building?
(window, door, balcony etc.)
T: Here is a list of the more specific words in Polish. Look
at them and ask each other or the T the meaning of the
ones you do not know.
attyka, sztukateria, wykusz, fasada, pilaster, balustrada,
girlanda

3 min

Vocabulary

T: Match the Polish and English words:
attyka
sztukateria
wykusz
fasada
pilaster
balustrada
girlanda

attic
moulding
bay window
facade
pilaster
balustrade
garland

https://learningapps.org/watch?v=p7rxh4x6k22
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5 min

Language
functions

Speaking

T asks Students (Ss) to fill in the phrases with the given
words.
1. I would go for this option because…
2. I would rather choose this option because…
3. This option seems to me the best because…
4. I find this option the most suitable because…
5. To my mind, this option is perfect because…
6. In this option I particularly like…
7. I’m fond of …
8. I’m keen on …
https://learningapps.org/watch?v=pw34uds4j22
T: Imagine you won a lottery and decided to buy a
tenement house or a flat in a tenement house. You
found a collection of excellent buildings of this type.
Look at them and decide which one you would choose.
Be ready to justify your choice. You can take notes.
(CrowdSchool platform)

5 min

10 min

Ss analyze the collection, make their choices and
present them in pairs.
Ss compare their choices and justifications.

Speaking
debate
Summary

Suggestions

T: Look at your tenement house and check which of the
elements you can recognize: attic, moulding, bay
window, façade, pilaster, balustrade, garland
Ss debate whether it is better to live in a modern flat or
a historical one.
Kahoot with 5 words (attic, moulding, bay window,
façade, pilaster)
https://create.kahoot.it/share/crowdschoolarchitecture/5908dcd4-1e69-48bb-994f-ad0440b22016

15 min
7 min

The first vocabulary task is prepared in Polish and should be changed
according to the native language of the Ss.
Ss can be asked to do additional research in their neighbourhood to choose a
nice historical building they would like to live in.
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